Incremental Reinforcement Learning in Continuous Spaces via Policy Relaxation and Importance Weighting.
In this paper, a systematic incremental learning method is presented for reinforcement learning in continuous spaces where the learning environment is dynamic. The goal is to adjust the previously learned policy in the original environment to a new one incrementally whenever the environment changes. To improve the adaptability to the ever-changing environment, we propose a two-step solution incorporated with the incremental learning procedure: policy relaxation and importance weighting. First, the behavior policy is relaxed to a random one in the initial learning episodes to encourage a proper exploration in the new environment. It alleviates the conflict between the new information and the existing knowledge for a better adaptation in the long term. Second, it is observed that episodes receiving higher returns are more in line with the new environment, and hence contain more new information. During parameter updating, we assign higher importance weights to the learning episodes that contain more new information, thus encouraging the previous optimal policy to be faster adapted to a new one that fits in the new environment. Empirical studies on continuous controlling tasks with varying configurations verify that the proposed method achieves a significantly faster adaptation to various dynamic environments than the baselines.